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3 of 3 review helpful I greatly enjoyed reading the first volume in this series see my By Raquae I greatly enjoyed 
reading the first volume in this series see my review I thought the second volume was tedious and it bored me So I was 
hesitant to acquire this third volume I rsquo m glad I did ldquo Attila The Judgment rdquo was as action filled as the 
first volume The author starts off with over one hundr AD 449 the future of the world hangs in the balance The once 
mighty Roman Empire lies open and vulnerable to attack from a huge Hunnish army that has gathered on the banks of 
the Danube and is poised and ready to strike but only one man has seen the danger Master General Aetius knows 
Attila still thirsts for blood and destruction but he is helpless to stop the the pending onslaught For Atilla plans to 
march on the mighty city of Rome the very heart of From Publishers Weekly Napier wraps up his Attila trilogy on an 
exciting and gory note picking up where Attila The Gathering of the Storm left off with Attila s invasion of the Roman 
empire in 449 C E as he begins a ruthless campaign of slaughter in revenge 
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